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It is frequently hypothesized that animals employ a generalized “stress response,” largely 16	

mediated by glucocorticoid hormones such as corticosterone, to combat challenging 17	

environmental conditions.  Under this hypothesis, diverse stressors are predicted to have 18	

concordant effects across biological levels within organisms, including physiology and 19	

behavior. We tested the generalized stress response hypothesis in two complementary 20	

experiments with juvenile and adult male Eastern fence lizards (Sceloporus undulatus). In 21	

both experiments, animals were exposed to diverse, ecologically-relevant, acute stressors 22	

(high temperature or red imported fire ants, Solenopsis invicta) and we examined their 23	

behavioral, endocrine (plasma corticosterone and blood glucose concentrations), and 24	

cellular responses (gene expression of a panel of five heat-shock proteins in blood and 25	

liver) at 30 or 90 minutes post stress initiation. In both experiments, we observed large 26	

differences in the cellular response to the two stressors, contrasting similar behavioral 27	

and endocrine responses. This challenges the concept of a generalized stress response.  28	

Rather, the stress response was context specific, especially at the cellular level.  Such 29	

context-specificity might explain why attempts to link glucocorticoid hormones with life 30	

history and fitness have proved difficult.  Our results emphasize the need for indicators at 31	

multiple biological levels and whole-organism examinations of stress.    32	

 33	
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Introduction 39	

The concept of stress is foundational to our understanding of how organisms cope with 40	

environmental variation.  Generally, conditions that cause stress are assumed to reduce 41	

fitness whereas those that minimize stress are assumed optimal [1-4].  Researchers 42	

endeavor to quantify stress to indicate how environments are perceived by organisms, 43	

both in natural and laboratory settings [3, 5-7].  However, “Stress” is difficult to define 44	

and measure, as previously discussed at length [e.g. 1, 2, 5, 6, 8-10].  Recent definitions 45	

cast stress as a multidimensional concept involving an atypical and challenging stimulus 46	

(stressor), the biological processing of that stimulus (stress response), and the resulting 47	

organismal condition [stressed individual, 1, 2, 5, 6, 11].  A common theme across stress 48	

definitions is the presence of a generalized “stress response” that allows organisms to 49	

cope with diverse stressors, largely mediated through the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal 50	

(HPA) axis and the action of glucocorticoid hormones [GCs, also known as "stress 51	

hormones,"  5, 7, 10-12].  GCs have numerous functions affecting intermediary 52	

metabolism, behavior, and immunity [2, 11-13] and are frequently quantified as the sole 53	

indicator of stress [3, 11, 14, 15].  Such implicit equating of GC quantity and stress 54	

magnitude effectively defines “stress” as the physiological condition of elevated GCs [1, 55	

3].         56	

 Use of GCs as primary indicators of stress [1, 4], and models such as allostatic 57	

load, reactive homeostasis, and the emergency life-history stage [7-9, 18], assume that 58	

diverse stressors induce a similar physiological response with comparable consequences 59	

for cellular processes, energetics, behavior, and fitness.  However, the consequences of 60	

GC elevation for these traits are diverse and difficult to predict [1, 3, 4, 19, 20].  For 61	
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example, stressed and baseline GC concentrations can be positively, negatively, or non-62	

correlated with survival and fecundity, often in context-specific ways [reviewed in 4, 19, 63	

20].  Thus, cellular and organismal consequences of “stress” can vary markedly even 64	

when GCs are elevated and GCs might have stressor-specific action.  Gaining a better 65	

understanding of the general and context-specific components of the “stress response” is 66	

imperative for predicting the response of organisms to challenging environments with 67	

multiple types of stressors. 68	

 We examined the response of Eastern fence lizards (Sceloporus undulatus) to 69	

diverse, yet ecologically relevant stressors – high-temperature exposure and attack by red 70	

imported fire ants [Solenopsis invicta, an invasive predator of S. undulatus, 21].  Both 71	

stressors are frequent threats experienced by S. undulatus populations in the southeastern 72	

United States [21-24].  Intriguingly, both heat and fire ant stressors induce similar up-73	

regulation of GCs in reptiles [17, 24-27, 28, but see Sykes & Klukowski for a high-74	

temperature exception; S. undulatus GE response previously examined for fire ant but not 75	

high temperature]. However, these stressors challenge homeostasis in very different 76	

ways: high temperatures compromise protein and cell membrane function [25, 30] and 77	

possibly induce cellular hypoxia [31, 32], whereas fire ant venom lyses cells, inhibits 78	

ATPase activity, and disrupts the neuromuscular system [33-35].  The divergent 79	

proximate action of these potent natural stressors of S. undulatus makes this system a 80	

unique opportunity to explore the generality of the vertebrate “stress response” in an 81	

ecologically relevant context.  82	

  We examined the responses of S. undulatus exposed to heat and fire ants at three	83	

biological	levels:	behavioral, endocrinological (plasma corticosterone [CORT hereafter] 84	
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and blood glucose), and cellular (gene expression of a five heat-shock protein panel 85	

(HSPs) in blood and liver). We focus on expression of HSPs as our indicator of cellular 86	

response, because they are molecular chaperones that stabilize protein folding and 87	

prevent dangerous aggregations of denatured proteins against multiple types of stressors 88	

(e.g. heat, desiccation, caloric restriction, disease, hypoxia, toxin exposure [36-39]), and 89	

have been used as stress indicators similar to GCs [36-40]. Moreover, HSPs play a crucial 90	

role in maintaining the confirmation of receptors and enzymes, including the GC-receptor 91	

that binds CORT [13, 41].  92	

 We use two complimentary experiments, one using juveniles and one using adult 93	

male lizards to test the generalized stress response hypothesis. This hypothesis predicts 94	

that acute heat stress and fire ant attack will have similar effects at each biological level 95	

examined.  At the behavioral level, we predict that animals will display similar distress 96	

and avoidance behaviors in response to both stressors [1].  Next, at the endocrine level, 97	

we predict that both stressors will elevate CORT as previously observed and consistent 98	

with CORT being a key player in the stress response [4, 12, 24, 25].  Similarly, we 99	

predict that blood glucose concentrations will elevate because increased glucose 100	

availability is a primary action of CORT and other hormones (e.g. catecholamines) 101	

commonly associated with the stress response [9, 11, 13, 18, 25]. Moreover, elevated 102	

glucose should be a functionally appropriate response to both heat and fire ant attack 103	

because it provides fuel for additional responses [18, 42, 43].  Finally, at the cellular level 104	

we predict that HSP-gene expression will be similar across both stressors and tissues, and 105	

positively correlated with behavior, CORT, and glucose. Alternatively, if the generalized 106	
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stress response hypothesis is not supported, we expect the response to these stressors to 107	

diverge at one or more of these biological levels.   108	

 109	

2. Materials and methods  110	

(a) Stressor experiments 111	

The experiments took place in August 2016 and July 2017 using young-of-the-year 112	

lizards (“juvenile experiment” hereafter) and adult-male lizards (“adult-male experiment” 113	

hereafter), respectively.  Although experimental protocols were similar, we used results 114	

from the juvenile experiment to inform modifications to the adult-male experiment.  We 115	

measured the same dependent variables for both experiments except we examined HSP-116	

gene expression in the liver and blood of juveniles, but only liver in adult-males.  We 117	

only examined liver HSP-gene expression in adult males because both tissues responded 118	

similarly to stressor treatments in juveniles (no tissue by treatment interaction, see results 119	

for details).  Differences between the experiments are illustrated in Fig. 1 and described 120	

generally below. Full methodological details are provided as supplemental information. 121	

 122	

i. Juvenile experiment 123	

We collected S. undulatus young-of-the-year and acclimated them to a standard 124	

environment for 7–13 d prior to experiments (all collection details in Table S1).  Animals 125	

were randomly assigned to one of four treatments: Control (N = 7), Fire ant attack (FA, N 126	

= 7), Heat (N = 7), and Heat-30 (N = 8; Table S1, Fig. 1).  For the FA treatment, we 127	

introduced ~15–20 freshly collected fire ants and allowed lizards to receive ~12 stings 128	

[either directly or via ingestion, 24, 44], which required <5 min. Fire ants were then 129	
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removed and the lizard remained undisturbed for 30 minutes prior to processing. In a 130	

previous study, this treatment induced a significant increase in plasma circulating CORT 131	

between 30 min and 1 h post treatment [24].  132	

For both the Heat and Heat-30 treatments, we warmed animals until they opened 133	

their mouths to gape (TGAPE). Gaping and associated panting behaviors are useful 134	

indicators of heat stress in lizards [45-47]. The Heat group was then allowed to recover at 135	

room temperature (~ 22˚C) for 30 minutes, whereas the Heat-30 group remained in the 136	

thermal challenge for 30 minutes until processing. To warm the animals, we suspended 137	

two 75W ceramic infrared heaters (Repticare; Zoo Med Laboratories Inc. San Luis 138	

Obispo, CA) overhead (31 cm above the floor of the center of the enclosures).  Surface 139	

temperatures within enclosures reached a maximum of 43˚C, which approximates the 140	

critical thermal maximum temperature (CTMAX) of nearby populations [22].   141	

We recorded behavioral observations throughout the trials, and immediately 142	

following trials tested righting ability, measured body temperature, collected blood, 143	

measured blood glucose with a glucometer (Contour®),  euthanized animals, and snap-144	

froze tissues. We centrifuged blood in a mini-fuge (VWR brand) for 30 sec before 145	

pipetting off the plasma.  We froze the red blood cells in liquid nitrogen prior to storage 146	

at -80˚C and stored the plasma at -20˚C. We quantified plasma CORT in duplicate using 147	

EIA (Corticosterone High Sensitivity EIA Kit, Immunodiagnostic Systems, Fountain 148	

Hills, AZ) following [24].   149	

We quantified expression of five genes encoding for HSPs in red blood cells and 150	

liver tissue that span known HSP function: HSPA1A, HSPA9, HSP90AB1, HSP90B1, and 151	

HSPD1. HSP genes were chosen based on their known function in non-reptiles and 152	
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expression patterns in reptiles [27, 36, 38-40, 48-53]. Additionally, we examined 153	

expression of two control genes, GAPDH and POLR2A. Further rational for the choice of 154	

these genes is presented in the Supplemental Methods. Synonyms for these genes and 155	

their products, and their primer sequences are provided in Table S2. We used two-step 156	

RT-qPCR to quantify gene expression using standard procedures following MIQE 157	

guidelines [54].  In brief, we extract total RNA from blood and liver using the Invitrogen 158	

RiboPureTM-Blood Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific) and RNeasy Minikit (Qiagen,), 159	

respectively, with DNase I digestion. We synthesized cDNA from 200ng total RNA using 160	

random hexamer primers with the Invitrogen SuperScriptTM IV First-Strand Synthesis 161	

System. We performed relative qPCR in duplicate using ThermoScientific ABsolute 162	

qPCR SYBR Green Fluorescein Mix (AB-1220/A, ThermoFisher Scientific) on the 163	

BioRad CFX platform.  164	

 165	

ii. Adult-male experiment 166	

For the adult-male experiment, we followed the protocols for the juvenile experiment 167	

with the following modifications.  First, we removed the “Heat” treatment, and extended 168	

the wait times post stressor from 30 minutes to 90 minutes before collecting tissues.  This 169	

left three treatments: control (N = 6), fire ant attack (FA, N = 6), and 90-min heat 170	

challenge (Heat-90, N = 6, Fig. 1b).  We exposed adult males to the heat stressor in a 171	

temperature-controlled chamber (136NL, Percival Scientific Inc., Perry, IA) set to 42.5 172	

ºC with internal lights switched on, rather than using overhead heat lamps.  Lizards were 173	

in the chamber for a total of 150 min, allowing 60 min for body temperature to rise to 174	

gaping temperature (validated via an earlier pilot study) followed by 90 min of 175	
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continuous stressor exposure (Heat-90 treatment).  Because animals were forced to reach 176	

an equilibrium temperature with the chambers, we did not record cloacal body 177	

temperature of adult males at processing.  Control and FA animals were housed in plastic 178	

bins at room temperature during trials, and were not placed in a thermal chamber.  We 179	

also modified HSP qPCR by (1) only analyzing the liver, (2) the assay was performed in 180	

triplicate, and (3) we were only able to amplify the control gene GAPDH in adult males 181	

despite numerous attempts to further optimize our protocols for POLR2A.  Further details 182	

for both experiments are provided as supplemental materials.   183	

 184	

(b) Statistical analyses 185	

We performed all analyses using R software [version 3.3.2, 55].  We examined the effects 186	

of our treatments on body temperature, blood glucose, and natural-log transformed 187	

plasma CORT concentration from each experiment seperately using ANOVA (lm 188	

function). Simple models without interactions were preferred based on backwards 189	

selection and AICc (see supplemental for details).  We then tested whether HSP-gene 190	

expression responded differently to our stress treatments in the two experiments.  For 191	

juveniles only, we also assessed whether this response differed between blood and liver 192	

for the juvenile dataset.  We used ANOVA to examine the effects of tissue, treatment, 193	

and their interaction (juvenile experiment) or treatment (adult-male experiment) on log-194	

transformed relative starting quantities for each gene individually, and Euclidean-distance 195	

based permutational MANOVA (pMANOVA) to analyze all HSP together.  We analyzed 196	

all treatments and tissues in the same models for the juvenile experiment to allow us to 197	

simultaneously examine their effects.  Because control-gene expression varied among 198	
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tissues for juveniles (see Results for details), we could not normalize the data by control-199	

gene expression.  Instead, we relied on our experimental protocol (i.e. cDNA synthesized 200	

from 200 ng total RNA for all samples, multiple biological replicates) to control for 201	

technical variation.  To keep results commensurate, we also analyzed non-normalized 202	

data for the adult-male experiment.  We further explored the effects of treatment (both 203	

experiments) and tissue (juvenile experiment only) on HSP-gene expression with 204	

principal components analyses (PCA).  Next, we tested for correlations between HSP-205	

gene expression and plasma CORT using multivariate regressions.  To visualize the 206	

relationships between CORT and HSP-gene expression, we plotted plasma CORT against 207	

the top two principal components from the PCAs described above.  Additional details for 208	

all analyses are available as Supplemental materials.    209	

 210	

3. Results 211	

(a) Juvenile experiment 212	

i. Behavioral response 213	

Animals exposed to either heat or fire ant stressors displayed similar stereotyped 214	

behaviors [21] that differed from control animals, which generally remained motionless 215	

throughout trials.  Lizards first attempted to escape the stressor, but eventually moved to 216	

a corner of their enclosure and remained motionless with their eyes closed.  Lizards in the 217	

heat treatments began to gape ~13.9 min into Heat and Heat-30 trials (SD = 6.4 min) 218	

when adjacent surface temperatures averaged 41.3˚C (SD = 1.6˚C). Towards the end of 219	

the Heat-30 treatment, some lizards closed their mouths, possibly to avoid over 220	
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desiccation. All animals successfully righted themselves following treatments, indicating 221	

that the stressors, while acute, where not debilitating. 222	

 223	

ii. Endocrine response 224	

The endocrine response to both stressors was the same: neither mean plasma CORT 225	

concentration (F3,24 = 1.64, P = 0.2063, Fig. 2A) nor blood glucose concentration (F3,25 = 226	

1.37, P = 0.2755, Fig. 2B) was affected by either treatment. Plasma CORT and blood 227	

glucose were negatively correlated (F1,23 = 7.41, P = 0.0121, r2 = Fig. 2C). Post-hoc tests 228	

suggest that the correlation was driven by the Heat-30 treatment (Control: F1,5 = 1.07, P = 229	

0.3486, FA: F1,5 = 0.01, P = 0.9199, Heat: F1,5 = 3.35, P = 0.1269, Heat-30: F1,5 = 5.68, P 230	

= 0.0630, Fig. 2C), although the interaction between blood glucose and treatment was not 231	

significant (F3,20 =1.41, P = 0.27, ∆AICc = 6.64). 232	

 233	

iii. Cellular response  234	

FA had the opposite effect on HSP-gene expression compared to Heat or Heat-30 235	

treatment in juvenile lizards (Fig 3A). Generally, FA treatment reduced HSP expression 236	

whereas Heat and Heat-30 treatment elevated HSP expression (Table S3, Fig. S1). PC1 237	

and PC2 explained 82% of HSP expression variation (Table 3 gives all variable 238	

loadings), and allow qualitative separation of the tissues, and treatments within the 239	

tissues. Analyzed as a panel of HSP genes, both tissue and treatment had significant 240	

effects (Table 1, Fig. 3A). Although the effect of treatment did not vary between juvenile 241	

blood and liver, the quantity of transcripts differed between tissues for three of the HSP 242	

genes and the control genes (Table 1, Fig. S1).    243	
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Multivariate regression revealed that plasma CORT correlated with HSP 244	

expression in juvenile liver (Pillai’s trace = 0.45, df = 1, P = 0.0239), but not blood 245	

(Pillai’s trace = 0.14, df = 1, P = 0.6469). Although the correlation was significant in 246	

juvenile liver, plasma CORT concentration only explained 2% of HSP-expression 247	

variation (R2 = -0.02).  Moreover, post-hoc univariate regressions revealed that plasma 248	

CORT did not correlate with the expression of any individual HSP in either tissue (P > 249	

0.10 for all). 250	

 251	

(b) Adult-male experiment 252	

i. Behavioral response 253	

Adults performed the same behaviors as described for juveniles, with both stressors 254	

initiating avoidance behaviors. All animals successfully righted themselves following 255	

treatments indicting that the stressors, while acute, where not debilitating. 256	

 257	

ii. Endocrine response 258	

CORT concentration was similarly elevated by both the FA and Heat-90 treatments 259	

relative to Controls (Control–FA: t14 = -5.85, P = 0.0001, Control–Heat-90: t14 = -4.77, P 260	

= 0.0008, FA–Heat-90: t14 = 0.81, P = 0.7018, Fig. 2D).  However, stressor treatments 261	

differed in their effect on plasma glucose with Heat-90 lizards displaying lower 262	

concentrations than FA lizards (t12 = 2.85, P = 0.0361), but neither differed from Control 263	

lizards (FA: t12 = -1.39, P = 0.3789, Heat-90: t12 = 1.47, P = 0.3401, Fig. 2E). Plasma 264	

CORT and blood glucose were not correlated in adults (F1,11 = 0.02, P = 0.888, Fig. 2F).  265	

 266	
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iii. Cellular response 267	

The effect of FA on HSP-gene expression differed from that of the high-temperature 268	

treatment in adult male lizards (Table 2). Together, PC1 and PC2 explained 70% of the 269	

variation in HSP expression, and allowed qualitative separation of the treatments (Table 270	

3, Fig. 3B). Treatment effects on HSP-gene expression were largely driven by Heat-90 271	

exposure increasing (cDNA)HSPA1A expression, with FA having little effect on any HSP 272	

gene (Table S4, Fig. S1). Multivariate regression revealed that plasma CORT did not 273	

correlated with HSP expression in adult-male liver (Pillai’s trace = 0.65, df = 1, P = 274	

0.2646, Fig. S2). Moreover, post-hoc univariate regressions revealed that plasma CORT 275	

did not correlate with the expression of any individual HSP (P > 0.10 for all).  276	

   277	

4. Discussion 278	

Our results challenge the concept of a single, generalized stress response used to combat 279	

all stressors.  Across two independent experiments, S. undulatus lizards responded 280	

differentially to high temperature and fire ant exposure, both of which are ecologically-281	

relevant acute stressors. The degree of difference in stress responses varied across 282	

biological levels: stressors induced very different responses at the cellular level (HSP 283	

expression) but relatively similar responses at the behavioral and endocrine (GC) levels.  284	

These observations highlight the importance of broadly assessing the response of 285	

organisms to diverse stressors across multiple organismal levels.   286	

 Divergent responses to high-temperature and fire ant exposure were most 287	

pronounced for HSP-gene expression, but also apparent for plasma glucose 288	

concentration.  High temperatures increased HSP-gene expression in both life stages, 289	
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whereas fire ant exposure had the opposite effect and decreased HSP expression in 290	

juveniles but had no effect on HSP expression in adult males.  High-temperature 291	

exposure reduced plasma glucose concentration in adult males, but no other treatments 292	

had an effect on plasma glucose in either life stage.  Moreover, we generally did not 293	

observe correlations between plasma CORT and either HSP expression or plasma 294	

glucose, although such correlations are expected if GC’s mediate a generalized stress 295	

response.  Neither trait correlated with CORT in the adult male experiment, and 296	

correlations were either extremely weak (CORT explained 2% of HSP expression in 297	

liver) or in the opposite direction of predictions (plasma glucose) in the juvenile 298	

experiment.  For example, we predicted plasma glucose would positively correlate with 299	

plasma CORT because CORT acts to elevate circulating glucose via gluconeogenesis, 300	

glycogenolysis, and reduced glucose uptake by peripheral tissues [9, 13, 57].  However, 301	

plasma glucose was negatively correlated with CORT in juvenile lizards.  We suspect 302	

that this negative correlation resulted from increased metabolic demand from high 303	

temperature and escape attempts depleting glucose reserves more rapidly than glucose 304	

could be released via CORT action, but more research is needed to test this hypothesis.  305	

Regardless, the differences in HSP expression and plasma glucose response to stressors, 306	

and the lack of correlations between these responses and CORT strongly suggest that 307	

these stressors induce specialized, context-specific responses rather than a single, 308	

generalized stress response.    309	

Plasma CORT concentration was similarly affected by high temperature and fire 310	

ant exposure in both experiments, contrasting the HSP expression and plasma glucose 311	

responses.  We expected plasma CORT concentration to increase in response to both 312	
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stressors in all lizards because both stressors were previously observed to elevate CORT 313	

in reptiles within 0.5–1h of exposure [17, 24-27], and because stress elevating CORT is 314	

general dogma.  However, we only observed the expected pattern in adult male lizards–315	

plasma CORT concentration was unaffected by either stressor in juveniles.  Even so, the 316	

behavioral and HSP-expression responses that we observed confirm that the juveniles 317	

were challenged and “stressed” similar to the adult males.  These 1–2 month-old 318	

offspring may have been in a developmental period during which they do not mount a 319	

CORT response to stressors (Sapolsky & Meaney 1986), but instead exist in a chronic 320	

high-CORT endocrine state.  As evidence of this, control juveniles displayed “stress-like” 321	

plasma CORT concentration more similar to stressor-exposed individuals (adults and 322	

juveniles) than to control adults (compare Figs 2a and 2b).  Recent work with the same 323	

source population of our juvenile S. undulatus also observed high baseline CORT 324	

concentrations from 1-wk old hatchlings, a limited CORT response following ACTH 325	

challenge [56], and failure to elevate CORT following exposure to a natural stressor (D. 326	

Ensminger, personal communication, August 2017).  Such ontogenetic variation in 327	

CORT physiology demonstrates an additional limitation to using GC’s as the sole 328	

indicator of stress.   329	

 Numerous studies demonstrate that up-regulation of GC hormones has extremely 330	

varied effects on organisms, particularly on complex fitness-related traits such as 331	

reproduction and survival [3, 4, 19, 20].  The stressor- and stage-specific differences that 332	

we observed between the behavioral and endocrine responses, and cellular response can 333	

explain some of this variation.  For example, if animals employ opposing strategies at the 334	

cellular level, as we observed, it follows that resource and energy allocation decisions 335	
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differ, which will have broad downstream consequences.  Some of the observed variation 336	

in fitness-related traits in diverse taxa might therefore result from molecular stress 337	

pathways acting independently, but simultaneously, with GCs.  Additionally, the direct 338	

action of GCs might be context- and ontogenetic-stage specific.  GCs act by binding to 339	

GR, which enables GR to move into the nucleus and mitochondria to bind the DNA as a 340	

transcription factor, or bind and repress other transcription factors [64-66].  It is likely 341	

that a myriad of mechanisms modulate the transcription factor action of the GR-complex 342	

such as cofactors, the accessibility of DNA regions, or the ability of CORT to bind GR.  343	

HSP90, for example, maintains the GR complex for CORT binding [13, 41].  Thus, 344	

stressor-induced variation in HSP90 could affect the number of bound GR-CORT 345	

complexes in the cell and all downstream components of the physiological response to 346	

that stressor.   347	

 The “stress response” appears too varied and complex for a simple indicator, such 348	

as up-regulation of GCs or individual HSP proteins, to allow adequate description or 349	

fitness-related predictions of responses to challenges.  Further research examining the 350	

context- and age-specific effects of GC hormones and the interactions between the GC-351	

induced cascade and other cellular responses to diverse stressors are needed for a 352	

mechanistic understanding of the stress response.  Such a mechanistic understanding will 353	

be especially important for understanding the consequences of exposure to multiple 354	

stressors, which will likely be non-additive.  Broadening the stress indicators used by 355	

ecophysiologists, such as gene expression and behavior, can provide important insight 356	

into the specialized functions and adaptive significance of diverse stress responses. 357	

 358	
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Figure Legends 382	

Figure 1. Schematic of experimental design.  Sceloporus undulatus lizards were exposed 383	

to one of three stressors or control and then allowed a wait period prior to tissue 384	

collection.  (a) Juvenile lizards were exposed to all stressors and provided a 30 minute 385	

wait period.  (b) Adult male lizards were examined in a follow-up experiment where wait 386	

times were extended to 90 min and the acute “Heat” treatment was removed.  For both 387	

the “Heat 30min” and “Heat 90min” treatments, lizards were held at gaping temperature 388	

for the entire waiting period.  For all other treatments, this wait period took place in 389	

benign conditions.  Colors match points in Figs. 2, 3, and S2.  390	

 391	

Figure 2. Neither mean corticosterone (CORT, P = 0.21) nor glucose (P = 0.28) were 392	

elevated 30 min after stressor exposure in juvenile Sceloporus undulatus. By contrast 393	

CORT was similarly elevated by both fire ant and high temperature exposure in adult 394	

males (P < 0.001), and Glucose was reduced by exposure to high temperature (P = 0.01).  395	

Additionally, CORT and glucose were negatively correlated (P = 0.01) in juveniles, but 396	

not adults (P = 0.88).  Panels (a-b, d-e) display individual data points in grey (jittered 397	

along the x-axis) and means with 95% CI in black for plasma CORT and whole-blood 398	

glucose concentrations, respectively.  Both were analyzed with ANOVA.  Panels (c, f) 399	

displays the relationship between CORT and glucose analyzed with linear regression.  400	

The black line and shaded region depict the mean and 95% CI for the entire dataset 401	

whereas the colored lines represent the relationship (or lack thereof) for each treatment.  402	

For juvenile experiment analyses, CORT N = 7,7,7,7 and Glucose N = 7,7,7,8 for 403	

Control, Fire Ant, Heat, and Heat-30 treatments, whereas for adult-male experiment 404	

analyses, CORT N = 6, 6, 5 and Glucose N = 5, 5, 5 for Control, Fire Ant, and Heat-90 405	

treatments, respectively. 406	

 407	

Figure 3. Fire ant and heat exposure induced opposite patterns of heat-shock protein 408	

expression after stressor exposure in both blood and liver from juvenile Sceloporus 409	

undulatus (a, pMANOVA, P < 0.01), but only heat challenge affected expression in adult 410	

males (b, pMANOVA, P < 0.01).  Data are means and SE for gene expression from five 411	
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heat-shock proteins projected onto the primary components from a principle component 412	

analysis. Individual expression of each heat-shock protein is presented in Fig. S1 and PC 413	

loadings are presented in Table 3. Juvenile experiment Liver N = 6,7,7,7 and Blood N = 414	

6,7,7,6 for Control, Fire Ant, Heat, and Heat-30 treatments, and Adult Liver N = 5, 3, 4 415	

for Control, Fire Ant, and Heat-90 treatments, respectively. 416	

  417	
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